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Distributed control has good real-time performance and can better meet the control requirements of active distribution networks
with a large number of distributed generations. Some distributed applications require real-time feeder topology to achieve control.
In this paper, the demand for distributed control applications for feeder real-time topology is analyzed. Based on IEC 61850
modeling method, a new cell topology logic node and a new topology slice node are built to express feeder topology. Using the
topology information of smart terminal unit (STU) configuration and the current status information of switchgear, based on the
depth-first search, the feeder real-time topology identification can be realized, which meets the application requirements of
distributed control. 'e study case verified the effectiveness of the method.

1. Introduction

Distributed control has good real-time performance and can
better meet the control requirements of active distribution
networks with a large number of distributed generations. For
distributed applications that need to use feeders or local
information to make decisions, a real-time feeder topology is
needed to achieve control. Taking distributed feeder auto-
mation (FA), which is a typical application of distributed
control, as an example, it can realize rapid fault location,
isolation, and service restoration of feeders, shorten the
power outage time of nonfaulty sections to a few seconds,
and improve power supply reliability [1, 2].

Distributed FA does not rely on the master station, it
only needs the communication between the distribution
STUs to make decisions, so it can effectively improve the
processing speed of distribution network fault. 'e imple-
mentation of the distributed FA function needs to know the
current real-time topology of the feeder [3, 4], especially the
location of the tie switch when the power supply is restored.
However, due to the operation of fault isolation, load
transfer, and network optimization, the location of the tie
switch may change. 'erefore, for distributed feeder

automation, how to identify the real-time topology of the
distribution network is the key problem to be solved [5, 6].

'e real-time topology of the distribution network is
determined by its static topology combined with the on-off
state of switches on the feeder. 'e purpose of topology
identification is to form the current feeder real-time to-
pology according to the switch real-time state for the op-
eration control of the distribution network [7, 8]. At present,
there are two modes of distribution network topology
processing; one is the master station processing mode and
the other is the distributed processing mode. Some DMS
functions need the real-time topology of the distribution
network, such as centralized FA. 'e topology identification
algorithm mainly includes the tree search method and ad-
jacency matrix method [9, 10]. In the centralized FA mode,
the STU on the feeder does not store the feeder topology
information. 'e static topology of feeders is stored in the
master station, and the real-time topology is obtained by the
topology recognition algorithm. When the topology of
distribution lines changes, the complete topology of feeders
will be updated in the master station. In this way, the to-
pology information is complete, but it can only be used for
centralized processing applications [11]. In order to
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complete the control, the distributed control application
needs the real-time topology of the feeder, but it generally
does not need the complete topology of the feeder. It only
needs the topology information in the control domain [12].
In order to meet the needs of distributed control topology
information, the research of real-time distribution line to-
pology identification has been carried out in the literature.
For the expression and configuration of topology, Zhu and
Cong’ team configure the adjacency relationship of adjacent
switches on feeders based on the user-defined format to
realize the feeder automation function [13, 14]. Zhu’ team
describes the distribution network topology based on the
Process and Line model of IEC 61850 system configuration
language (SCL) and proposes a distributed topology pro-
cessing method based on Graph Segmentation and realizes
the topology identification of distribution network by
communication of STUs [15, 16]. 'e topology description
method based on SCL needs to generate a topology con-
figuration file and store it in the STUs. 'e real-time to-
pology is obtained by transferring and exchanging the
topology configuration file. Except for the topology con-
figuration, other functions are achieved by logical nodes.
Fan’ team proposes a method, which uses the STU local
topology matrix, and realizes topology recognition after
exchanging information between STUs [17].

In this paper, the IEC 61850 method is used to model
logical node (LN) RTCN and RTPM to express the topology
in the feeder. Based on the logical nodes, the topology
recognition algorithm is studied to complete the topology
search of feeders to meet the application requirements of
distributed control applications. Compared with the method
of describing distribution network topology based on SCL,
the method of describing topology information based on
logical nodes, and the method of configuration and acqui-
sition of local topology are consistent with other functional
logical nodes, which is more convenient for application and
promotion of distributed control application.

2. Distributed Control Application Topology

2.1. Distributed Control. Distributed control application
deploys functions to STU and uses STU’s communication
with each other to exchange detection and control infor-
mation to achieve corresponding functions. Taking dis-
tributed FA as an example, after STU on the line switch
detects the fault information, they exchange information
and decide to isolate the fault section. After the fault section
is isolated successfully, the nonfault upstream section is
restored by closing themain breaker. If there is a tie switch in
the nonfault downstream section of the fault section, it is
restored by closing the tie switch.

Taking Figure 1 as an example, CB is the circuit breaker,
S1, S2, S3, and S5 are sectional switches, and S4 are tie
switches. STU is installed at themain breaker, section switch,
and tie switch, and STU communicates through a peer-to-
peer communication network.

In the application of distributed FA, it is necessary to
know the topology relationship of each device. When the
fault isolation of distributed FA is completed, the power

supply of the nonfault section needs to be restored. 'e
system needs to know the topology of the fault line
downstream to determine the appropriate power supply
recovery path.

2.2. Static Topology. Network static topology refers to the
static adjacent relationship between the distribution
equipment and the line. 'e change of the adjacent rela-
tionship between the distribution equipment will lead to the
change of the static topology. 'e construction of distri-
bution lines, such as line extension, switch increase and
decrease, and new equipment put into operation, will change
the static topology of the network.

2.3. ApplicationTopology. Application topology refers to the
real-time adjacent relationship of related devices in the
control domain when a specific function is realized. 'e real-
time topology of the feeder is determined by the static to-
pology combined with the switching state of the switch.
Taking the distributed FA as an example, the real-time to-
pology generally refers to the real-time connection rela-
tionship of the medium-voltage distribution feeder starting
from the substation bus, and the endpoint is the load, the
opposite substation bus, the distributed generation, and the
tie switch. When fault location, isolation, and recovery, it is
necessary to know the upstream and downstream connection
of real-time STU. In this paper, based on the new logical node
to express the static topology of the feeder, combined with the
current switch state information, the search algorithm is used
to obtain the real-time application topology of the feeder.

'e change of switch state will cause the change of
application topology, as shown in Figure 1. Before the fault,
the connection relationship of the distribution network is
CB1-S1-S2-S3 and CB2-S5-S4. After the failure, due to the
switch operation, the application topology changes, as
shown in Figure 2, and its connection relationship becomes
CB1-S1, CB2-S5-S4.

3. Distribution Network
Topology Representation

3.1. Existing Distribution Network Topology Model. 'e to-
pological model of the network is the basis of all network
analysis applications. 'e substation configuration de-
scription language SCL defined in IEC 61850-6 Ed2.1 can
describe the feeder topology, intelligent electronic device
(IED) information model, and communication service of the
system. 'e work by Zhu’ team [18], IEC 61850-6 Ed2.1,
describes the distribution network topology through new
Process and Line elements. In the SCL model description of
IEC 61850 Ed2.1, the main line and branch line in the
distribution network are all represented by the Line element,
and the medium-voltage/low voltage distribution substation
and switching station in the distribution network are de-
scribed by Substation. When the network contains both
Substation and Line, the process container needs to be used
on the upper layer to represent the local network of a system.
After the topological model of feeders described by SCL is
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established, the topological model needs to be configured in
the IED of feeders. 'ere are two configuration modes: the
first is to divide the complete topology model of the feeder in
the master station and then send it to the corresponding IED
on the feeder to complete the configuration, the second is to
use the SCL file on the IED to describe the local topology,
and the IED uploads the master station to form the complete
topology of the feeder in the master station.

3.2. Solution of Topology Description Based on Topology Node.
For distributed FA applications, STU needs to know the
current topology connection relationship to perform fault
location and isolation and need to define the complete to-
pology of the feeder to determine the recovery power supply
path.

To complete the distributed FA application, the detailed
feeder complete topology should be configured in the STU,
which needs large storage space and is difficult to deal with
when using, so it is necessary to study how to effectively
simplify the expression of topology.

When using the topology relationship, distributed FA is
mainly concerned with the connection relationship of
conductive equipment and does not need the length of wire
and other detailed electrical parameters.

In the topological description, we can mode the wire and
regard it as a logical connecting line. After the wire is
modeled as a logical connecting line, the configuration of the
STU can be simplified, and the implementation of distrib-
uted FA applications can be better supported.

Based on this, this paper studies the topology description
and uses IEC 61850 modeling method to create a new logical
node to represent the topology structure.

3.2.1. Cell Topology Logical Node. Based on the modeling
rule of IEC 61850, a new logical node of cell topology is built,
which is the smallest logical unit of feeder topology. Each cell
topology logic node represents the connection relationship
between the conductive equipment on the feeder and its
adjacent conductive equipment.

In the equipment model in CIM, equipment models are
divided into conductors, transformer windings, loads,
connectors, equivalent power supplies, regulating equip-
ment, and switches. Referring to CIM’s equipment mod-
eling, this paper divides the equipment on the distribution
line into the equipment with breaking capacity and the
equipment without breaking capacity. 'e equipment with
breaking capacity is uniformly defined as switch type, and
the equipment type is also defined for the bus and
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transformer, which do not have breaking capacity but affect
the boundary judgment of topology identification.

'e smallest unit of the feeder is represented by the
logical nodes of cell topology, and the local feeder topology
can be represented by multiple logical nodes of cell topology,
and then the local topology is formed by the integration of
the logical nodes of cell topology. When the network
changes, only the data of the cell topology logical node
corresponding to the changed device needs to be updated.

3.2.2. Topology Slice Node. Because STU is not installed on
every switch on the feeder, a container is needed to store a
local area topology of multiple switches. 'e topology slice
node represents the local area topology of feeders. 'e local
area topology is composed of multiple cell topology logical
nodes, so the topology slice node contains all the cell to-
pology logical nodes that make up the local area topology.
'e complete topology of feeders is composed of several
local area topologies. When the adjacency relationship of
local area topology is expressed clearly, multiple local area
topologies can be combined into a complete topology of the
feeder.

When describing the topological relationship of feeders,
all conductive devices have unique names. In the description
of the topology slice, the boundary of the topology slice
needs to be determinate. 'e topological slice is bounded by
bus bars, transformers, and tie switches. 'e cell topology
logic node search in the topology slice is limited to the
boundary of the topology slice. 'e topology slice generally
corresponds to the control area of the STU.

4. Topological Logical Node Modeling

4.1. Cell Topology LN Modeling. According to the require-
ments of distributed FA application for topology, the cell
topology logic node needs to express (1) conductive
equipment on the feeder, (2) type of conductive equipment,
(3) conductive equipment adjacent to the equipment, and
(4) number of adjacent conductive equipment. Based on
this, a new cell topology logical node RTCN is created, where
R represents that the logical node belongs to the protection
related function node group, T is the abbreviation of to-
pology, and CN represents the connection node. 'e main
data objects of the cell topology logical nodes are shown in
Table 1. M/O/C means required/optional/condition
required.

'e CeName attribute in the cell topology logical node
represents the name of the conductive device. PTRType
refers to the type of conductive equipment, which can be
distinguished according to whether it has breaking capacity.
'e equipment with breaking capacity on the line is a switch,
which is represented by constant 1 in PTRType attribute,
while the equipment without breaking capacity is repre-
sented by substation bus, switch station bus, and trans-
former, which is represented by constant 2, 3, and 4 in
PTRType attribute. 'e AdjRTCN attribute represents other
cell topology logical nodes connected to the cell topology
logical node. In this data object, there can be multiple cell

topology logical nodes adjacent to it. Multiple cell topology
logical nodes form an array, and the attribute type is a
character string. 'e AdjRTCNNum attribute indicates the
number of adjacent cell topology logical nodes.

4.2. Topology Slice LN Modeling. On the basis of the logical
node of the cell topology, a new topology slice node (RTPM)
is needed to describe the local area topology of the feeder.'e
topology slice node (RTPM) also belongs to the protection
related function node group.'e topology slice node needs to
express (1) the cell topology logic node covered by this to-
pology slice, (2) other topology slices adjacent to this topology
slice node, (3) the number of adjacent topology slices. 'e
data objects of the topology slice node are shown in Table 2.

'e function of the topology slice node is to describe the
connection relationship between the topology slices and
include all the cell topology logical nodes in the topology
slice. 'e following is a description of the main data objects
of the topology slice node:

(1) AdjRTPM attribute refers to the adjacency topo-
logical slices of this topological slice. All adjacency
topological slices form an array, and its attribute type
is a string.

(2) 'e AdjRTPMNum attribute represents the number
of adjacent topologies. 'e attribute type is a nu-
meric constant.

(3) 'e RTPMCovRTCN attribute represents the cell
topology logical nodes covered by this topology slice.
All the cell topology logical nodes form an array, and
the attribute type is a string.

As shown in Figure 3, the relationship between the cell
topology logical node and the topology slice node and the
relationship between the local topology stored in the cor-
responding STU are shown. 'e cell topology logical nodes
RTCN1 and RTCN2 belong to the topology slice RTPM1,
and the topology slice RTPM1 is stored in STU1.

Taking the feeder in Figure 3 as an example, the topology
of the unit topology logical node and the topology slice node
is described as follows:

(1) 'e AdjRTPM attribute of the topology chip RTPM1
stored in STU1 indicates that the adjacency topology
slice node is RTPM2, AdjRTPMNum indicates that
the number of adjacency topology slices is 1, and the
RTPMCovRTCN attribute indicates that the RTPM1
contains the unit topology logic nodes RTCN1 and
RTCN2. RTPM1 data block diagram is shown in
Figure 4.

(2) RTCN3 included in RTPM2 indicates the switch K1
on the line. 'e AdjRTCN attribute in RTCN3 in-
dicates that the adjacent cell topological are RTCN2,
RTCN4, and RTCN6. Its PTRType attribute is the
constant 1, which represents a switch on the line.'e
CeName attribute indicates that the specific equip-
ment name of the distribution line is
10 kV$∗∗line$K1. RTCN3 data block diagram is
shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1: Main data objects of RTCN.

Attribute name Attribute types Explanation M/O/C
CeName VISIBLE STRING Name of conductive equipment M

PTRType INS Type of conductive equipment M

1- Switch
2- Substation bus

3- Bus of switching station
4- Transformer

5- other
AdjRTCN ARRAY[0. . .Num] of VISIBLE STRING Adjacency RTCN M
AdjRTCNNum INS Number of adjacent RTCN M

Table 2: Main data objects of RTPM.

Attribute name Attribute types Explanation M/O/C
AdjRTPM ARRAY[0. . .Num] of VISIBLE STRING Adjacency RTPM M
AdjRTPMNum INS Number of adjacent RTPM M
RTPMCovRTCN ARRAY[0. . .Num] of VISIBLE STRING RTCN included in RTPM M
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5. Topology Recognition Based on
Topology LNs

When equipment is installed or reduced in the distribution
line, or the state of the tie switch changes, the corresponding
STU notifies the distributed FA application master STU to
initiate a topology search and update the application to-
pology. Reading the local static topology configured in each
STU and searching according to the current switch status
can obtain the application topology. 'e GetDataValues
service of IEC 61850 ACSI can complete the transmission of
topology data.

Topology recognition is mainly two steps: first, search in
the local topology configured by STU itself. When an ad-
jacent cell topology LN is not in the current topology slice,
the adjacent topology slice needs to be obtained. 'e STU

initiates communication with the STU corresponding to the
adjacent topology slice node, obtains the cell topology LNs of
the adjacent topology slice, and then searches and connects
multiple local area topologies to form a complete application
topology of the feeder. 'e flow chart of the topology search
algorithm is shown in Figure 6.

'e process of connecting the logical nodes of the cell
topology to form a topological slice is the process of
identifying the local area topology of the line. In order to
realize the real-time topological identification of lines, the
first step is to traverse the graph. Starting from a given cell
topology logical node in a connected graph, all cell topology
logical nodes in the graph are accessed, and each cell to-
pology logical node is accessed only once.'ere are two ways
to traverse the connected graph: depth-first search (DFS)
and breadth first search (BFS). In this paper, we use the static
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topology information stored in STU and the switch state on
the feeder to identify the local area topology in the topology
slice.

'e feeder topology information represented by the cell
topology LNs and the topology slice LNs is saved in the STU
on the line, and each STU only stores the topology infor-
mation related to the control domain of this STU. It is
necessary to carry out real-time topology search across
topology slices to transfer the local area topology infor-
mation saved by STU. 'e complete topology search of
feeders across the topology slice needs to select a master
STU, and the master STU obtains the topology information
saved by other STU to form the complete topology infor-
mation of feeders.

'e LNs of cell topology and depth-first algorithm are
combined to search the feeder topology, and the bus is the
starting point of topology search. Taking the distribution line
shown in Figure 3 as an example, when the distribution
network topology changes, STU1 is selected as the master
STU to initiate the topology search. 'e search steps are as
follows:

(1) Traverse from RTCN1, which represents bus
A. Access RTCN1 and mark this node as traversed.
'e AdjRTCN element in RTCN1 points to RTCN2,
a neighboring cell topology logical node that is not
traversed.

(2) Access the cell topology logical node RTCN2,
which represents the outgoing breaker CB1. Get
the switch status of the outgoing breaker CB1, and
mark this node as traversed. RTCN1 in the
AdjRTCN element of RTCN2 has been traversed,
while RTCN3 has not. 'ere is no information of
RTCN3 in the topology slice RTPM1, so STU1
communicates with STU2 corresponding to the
adjacent topology slice RTPM2 to obtain the cell
logic node information in the topology chip
RTPM2, and carry out the next topology search
across the topology slice.

(3) Access the cell topology logical node RTCN3.
RTCN3 represents the switch K1, obtains the switch
state of K1, and marks this node as traversed, and the
topology search continues. RTCN2 in AdjRTCN
element of RTCN3 has been traversed, while RTCN4
and RTCN6 have not. You can continue to search for
RTCN4 and RTCN5 in this way.

(4) Access the cell topology logic node RTCN6. RTCN6
represents switch K3, obtains the switch state of K3,
and marks this node as traversed. Switch K3 is a tie
switch. RTCN3 and RTCN4 in the AdjRTCN ele-
ment of RTCN6 have been traversed, while RTCN7
has not.

'e search procedure of the cell topology logical node in
RTPM3 is the same as the above steps. After the cross to-
pology search is completed, the topology slices RTPM1,
RTPM2, RTPM3, RTPM4, RTPM5, and RTPM6 are con-
nected to form the whole feeder topology.

So far, the complete topology identification of feeders is
completed. When the switch operates or the feeder structure
changes, only the changed topology piece information needs
to be updated to complete the real-time topology update.

6. Summary

Distributed control has perfect performance and fast re-
sponse speed, which can effectively improve the safety of the
distribution network and improve the power supply quality
of the distribution network. Based on the IEC 61850
modeling technology, this paper builds new cell topology
logical nodes and topology slice logical nodes based on the
analysis of distributed application topology requirements
and uses logical nodes to express the distribution line’s
topology.'is method does not need to name each section of
the line, simplifies the description of the topological
structure, and can better support the realization of dis-
tributed control.
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